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Virtual leadership, 
the key challenge for leaders 
The emerging tools and it’s influencing attributes 

and aspects vs analogue leadership  

1.1 Short Preview 

Which aspects in leadership models are most important and influencing not only leadership in general but also the employee 
satisfaction and effectiveness is to be answered by this thesis. Further whether, adaptions in the existing leadership models, 
methods and attributes would make sense will be discussed. Kelley and Kelloway (2012) found that the same model of remote 
leadership does not suit the proximal climate, indicating that proximally managed styles vary greatly from remotely managed 
and that this variation is in the background. 
This indicates that differences are existing but where they are existing and how grave those are has to be examined.  
 
Companies of all kinds recognize that they need leadership skills and organizational capabilities different from those that 
helped them thrive in the past to survive in today's unpredictable, uncertain, dynamic and ambiguous climate (Moldoveanu et 
al. 2019). The physical infrastructure is subject to change over time, given advances in technology, this supposedly boosts the 
development of virtual tools and therefore, opens up possibilities on how to do leadership in the future. Another excellent point 
is that in interdisciplinary teams’ other models of leadership are of importance in comparison to existing and traditional team 
settings. 
 
Further, an overview is given on how remote leadership is probable to change with the tools to be expected.  
 
In order to help understand the posed question, the following research question has been chosen among others. 
 

• Which traits are influencing employees most, and which aspects of leadership are neglectable in analog leadership? 
o Which of the aspects affect employees most? 
o Which aspects are from leaders considered to be most important? 
o Are there neglectable aspects? 

 
• Which traits influence employees most, and which aspects of leadership are neglectable in remote/hybrid leadership? 

o Which of the aspects affect employees most? 
o Which aspects are from leaders considered to be most important? 
o Are there neglectable aspects? 
o How to transfer company culture in remote/hybrid leadership? 

 

1.2 Your benefit: 

Per request you will receive a copy of my overall master thesis reflecting the key findings of the interviews performed and the 
quantitative research in this field. 
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